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Dear Ken: 

I gathered all y notes and ideas on The Third Twin over the holidays. I think 
you've got the plot well in hand now, and knowing from the last book how 
much work y u do between draft one and draft two, I'm going to concentrate 
on some of t structural and character questions I have-many of which 
you've proba Iy already thought about. 

Primary amo g them for me is Berisford. I'm not really sure he should open 
the book, an I feel we need to know more about him. The way he reads now, 
he's a woma izer, he teaches (at what level? does he still do research?), and he 
remains part ·of Genetico-which I imagine would mean that he would be in 
charge of do g out the grants (as per outline), and that someone like Jeannie 
in fact is fun cd by a Genetico grant. Wouldn't Berisford be in the position of 
overseeing g nts, so as to protect his colleagues and his past; perhaps it's even 
the reason Je nie was hired at the university, so Berisford could keep an eye 
on her. (Le., . be in the position to buy patents early, know about competition, 
etc.) 

One thing I do have a problem believing in this draft is the way he comes on to 
Jeannie so artl sslyand that her having turned him down is a motivation for 
him wanting t get her. This just doesn't ring right to mel and it makes him a 
bit of a buffoo . I think he needs to be sort of the evil center, a man who thinks 
he's manipulat ng everything but in his overly zealous attempts to control . 
ends up foHin himself, which indeed happens. This doesn't really involve 
many changes, j st a few tweakings of his character as it is. He also seems to 
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genuinely love his son. I find this interesting and would like to see it dealt 
with mor' i.e.. perhaps he started out having him as an experiment but then 
he turned into a real father. And what indeed makes Berisford tick? He doesn't 
seem to ant to take over the world, although he clearly wants to protect it for 
rich whit men, and he seems perhaps to have set himself up as the protector 
of the tec ology for the brave new world. Did they continue their 
experime is because they believed it was the right thing to do and it would 
help sod ty? Or did they continue them for money? Or the thrill of discovery? 

tory is still sketchy, but I do think Berisford needs to come clear as a 
is motivations and inner drives have to be brought to the fore, and 

ship with the university and with Genetico need to be pinned 

Genetico a an entity itself needs to be more fully explored. Did they pioneer 
genetic res arch? Are they a private company or traded publicly? Have there 
been artiel s about them or is it all shrouded in secrecy? If they pioneered in 
vitro fertili ation, did they then pursue genetics or fertility issues? Do they 
have an et ks panel? And is their research all politically motivated? (Le., docs 
it shore up The Bell Curve debate or advocate genetic manipulation in the 
children of riminals and derelicts and drug addicts?) There are so many 
moral/phil sophical/political implications blowing around this issue 
currently t at I hope you'll explore much more fully. The avenues through 
which to d that are Berisford and Steve. 

Jeannie's ch racter I think is great. I really like her, and I'm assuming that 
you're inten ing to beef her up as the rebellious-poor-kid-up-against-all-the· 
odds who ants to make herself into something. This is quite good, especially 
when she's pposed to Berisford. I think her attraction and relationship with 
Steve are w II on the way, but you can probably do more to bring out through 

ship the way she sees Steve as a rich kid. the kind she cou Id never 
be. There's a lot of good class resentment potentia], especially 
and Berisford, that might play in with Steve. You're really good at 

that, and lope you'll enhance it, vis a vis her relationship with Steve, 

Berisford, r mother, and her father. She is trying to prove something about 
potential, a d nothing was easy for her: there's a larger theme permeating the 
plot-the 0 d nature versus nurture debate-that I'd like to see strengthened 
in all its str ds. 
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Sleve: l like /him, but he needs tn have a much stronger, more dislurbed ;.lnd 

questioning ireaction to the discovery of his origins. Many of thl~ issues can be 
I 

playt:d out l~y our wutching him come to terms with this m~w knowl\~dge. This 

<.:llso wdll st engthen his bond to Jeannie-she has the scientific knowledge 

he'll want h explore. He ~hould play out for us the emotional ilnd ethical 

ramification. ()f the secret. 

I do think the book begins awkwardly now, and it's too far along bdore we 

know what the crux of the slory's going to be. Beri~ford's lelling his ex-wife 

about his expected windfall doesn't ring true to me. I km)w it: Sl~ts him up with 

i1 ~on, an l'x·wife and a~ political pundit, but it sends the book off in tl1i..~ wrong 

direction. Could yc)U perhaps open with Jeanni(~ being late for her tl~nnis m<ltdl 

bCGlllSe she's watching Berbford on "Larry King?" 

This false start is reinforced by the rape. Because so much tiIlle is spent on it, 

we think, up until about Ch..tpter 5 that the book is going to be about rape. I 

kn()w that you have positioned it to put doubt about Steve in the reader's 

mind, but I think the p<')lnt of view switch into the rapist's mind is i.lwkward. It 

~end~ us off course and WE/ve just met Jeannie-we want to stay with ht.'r 

longer ::;in(.:(~ she's our protagonist. 1 wonder if you could do this from lt~,mn.ie's 

point of view and keep the tension, 

Page 10 I 
I hilVe a ,eal problem here with the involvement of Steve's parents. kannie's 

actions d~ sc~~m to me an incredible violation of their privacy. 1 can't imi.lgine 

Jeannie tdsting Stev(.~'s parents and then telling Steve in front of th(~m that he's 

adopted nd has a twin. 1 think you have to rethink the involvement of the 

parent's, l~ en though I understand they're es~ential to the plot. Th(~y also don't 

seem the pe of people who would just come up to be part of <.t study. Sh~ve 

should be part of the study, and the parents should be brought in later; 

othl~rwise what Jeannie is accused of by The New York Times is mMe than 

trlH:~. AIsl), doe~ she really need to tell Steve right away that he's a twin? 

Page 3 

I'm distur cd by the poInt of VltlW switch here, and 1 wonder if YOll can't t!nd 

Chapler 2 hen Jeannie walks off with Lisa. Then have Chapter 3 told from 
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their poin of view. I understand the seed of doubt you're trying to sow, but I 

really do ink it once again pushes the book in the wrong direction. Since we 
r main character, I think we need to stick with her a little longer. 

Pages 23-2~ 

Througho~tJ we need a lot more of the relationship between Lisa and Jeannie. 


Are they qoth helpful underdogs to one another? Does Lisa perhaps have a 

background similar to Jeannie's? We need a lot more, whether they're best 


I 
buddies, cfnfidants, perhaps the two raised themselves together or have 

known one another since high school. It will also provide you with an 

opportuni to let us get to know Jeannie better. I was also hoping that Lisa 

could be a little more present in the book. Obviously she can't be her assistant 

because if he met Pinker, the whole game would be foiled, but I do hope she 

doesn't dis pear for as long as she does in this draft. 

In additio) although I admire Jeannie's heroism, I found the rescue of Lisa too 

easy and atkward; it felt false somehow. How about If she just Ie>t. the fireman 

rescue her crrd goes with her to the police station? Once again, this starts to 
become a rafe saga, which it really isn't. It's the fuel but not the fire. 

I 
Page36-40 \ 
I know you qid a lot of research here, but I can't help but wonder if this much 

rape fOllOW.! is really needed, if they couldn't just go off to the police station 
and leave it t that, rather than dramatizing it. Once again, I'm trying to get to 

the heart of t e book sooner, and since it's really Mish's entrance that goes 

with the rest ~f the story, I wonder if this is necessary. 

\ 
Chapter 5, pag 41 

Here again I r ally don't think the parents should be included. This really is an 

invasion of pri acy. Also, vis a vis Jeannie's character, what is the significance 

of the gold no e ring? Is it a fuck-you·rm brilliant-I'lliook-however-I-want 

attitude? And hat is Jeannie's relationship to science? To authority? Clearly, 
she decides to s udy criminal behavior because of her father and has questions 
about herself. I' looking forward to learning a lot more about her. And what 
is the source of er strength, her mother? It doesn't seem to be. Or is it pure 
aggressive/rebe ious determination? And how does 1hI1 fit into her study? 
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Page 48 

Jeannie seems espec ally cavalier here. I think her openness needs to be toned 

down. 

Chapter 6 

I really like Berisf d coming in and freaking out, but the whole dinner 

situation seems od to me, especially since he repeats it later when he needs to 

get the committee embers on his side. Better just to call her in and ask her 

the questions and eave the whole dinner and attempted seduction out. Again, 

I think we need to know what role Berisford played in hiring Jeannie. A 

project like this is ways funded by a grant, not by the university, and I would 

assume it would b Berisford's Genetico grant money and that Berisford would 

be involved in rca 'ng the proposals for that. I think this could be a nice 

subplot for their re tionship, where he has her there in order to keep an eye 

on her and now all is fears are coming to pass. I would cut the dinner 

altogether and let u know what Berisford knows because of the circumstances 

of her getting hired t Jones Falls. 

Also, the first chapter leads me to believe it's summer, and I'm just not sure 

what semester we're in, what season we're in or exactly how long Jeannie's 

been there and what her relationship with Berisford is. Is he a mentor figure 

with ulterior moti\j'es? 
I 
I 

Page 59 

Here I wonder wh Berisford doesn't plant the suspicion on Steve or why 

Jeannie herself doe n't make it. The connection is made on page 87, but in the 

reader's mind, it c es up here. 

Page 61 

This is the perfect lace for us to learn about Berisford as perceived by Jeannie 

and what exactly s hand in her job has been. 

Page 66 

Can Steve recogn' e the same kind of fire in Jeannie that he feels in himself, 

the barely control d aggressive power? He's a good character, and I think he 

needs more. It' k his relationship to her has to be more than just the 
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physical, it has\to be his recognizing a kindred soul so that the aggressive gene 
loops through ut everything. And his need to understand WIIO he is. 

Page 76 
Once again, I auld cut the whole dinner scene. Also, Jeannie's telling him to 
help himself to a drink while she dresses doesn't seem believable. In fact, I 
didn't find any f this scene believable. Perhaps she goes to him after the brief 
meeting in the ffice and after her visit with Lisa to try and make amends, but I 
think the dinne date, knocking him down, and the foiled come-ons don't 

really work. 

We also need m re conSistency in Berisford's character. When he goes to the 

media, he plays he heavy, and yet when he's with Jeannie, he seems a 
buffoon. I woul keep him as the zealot heavy, the man on the long mission 
protecting his nk for the longer mission, in other words, slightly mad at the 
end of the day. Iso, Jeannie could so easily slap him with a sexual harassment 

ior that the whole scene begs more questions than it answers. 

Page 81 
Here again I not ed the point of view inconsistency. It skips around a lot, and I 
know in the seco d draft it will be lessened. I wonder here in Chapter B if you 
don't want to on e again use Jeannie's point of view rather than the others. 

PageB9 
Enter the villains. like seeing this, and I hope we'll get even more on why 
they have all staye involved, what Berisford's philosophical view is, what 
exactly the progra was, what each of the man's relationship to the company 
is, both philosophic lly, financially and politically. Previous power srtuggles 
between them? Wh tare Genetico's current products?· 

Page 92 
Berisford gives the p ilosophical background as to why they're doing this; 
however, it isn't com letely clear what and how. It would seem to me that 
some scientific work t~at the Nazis did might be appropriate to throw in here. 

I
(Every good thriller always needs a Nazi connection.) This should be the 
philosophical underpi ings of what these guys are doing. and I hope you'll 
expand it appropriatel . 
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Page 04 

n't Berisford be in charge of the grants? 

You ay have other plans for this Penny episode, but it seems thrown in here 

and ccessary. I know you've planted it so later when she is threatened she 

thinks back to Penny, but it seems like a very underdeveloped strand. 

Page 
Is "wi d child" a technical term? You use it in several places but I'm not sure if 

it's ju t something she refers to, or if it's a technical term that's come out in 

Chapt r 14 

On pa e 123, it seems Jeannie would know when her dad was getting out; 

othe ise, how did he find her since she's moved recently? They must have 

had a tter correspondence. I like his entrance here, but I do think we need 

quite a bit more of their relationship and past. 

s her dad steal everything? How about just her laptop computer? 

ie's at the university as a visiting scholar with a grant, or does she 

is all needs to be clarified, especially in Chapter 15. By whom exactly 

mployed? And does the grant money come with her? 

gain we need to know who's funding Jeannie and what rights the 

univer ity has to stop her research. This all seems a little too easy at this point, 

and I eally wonder on page 135 if this is how a university would handle this. 

I'm ig orant in these maters, but it somehow strikes me as too easy. Perhaps 
Jeanni holds an endowed chair, one that's funded by Genetico, so that 
Berisi rd is in fact her boss. If that's the case, going through the faculty hearing 
would all be unnecessary, wouldn't it? Which came first-her job at Jones 
Falls 0 her Genetico grant? 
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Chapter 1 

Here I'm till wanting to learn more about the back story behind the 

relationsh between Proust and Berisford and Barck. What have they done 

together oughout the years, and what, exactly, is Genetico as an entity? 

Page 154 

During this iscussion of wild children, might not Steve ask Jeannie if she was 

a wild child 

Page 162 

infernal trio a 

Page 165 

There might e further opportunity here for us to see the story behind the 

d to see what Paul Barck is up to. 

ing her fired, can Genetico somehow find a missing piece in 

her contract to et rid of her? All this would do would be avoiding meeting the 

other character . I would assume Jeannie would still have right to counsel and 

that the whole teve situation could still be done that way. 

Page 169 

As far as 1 kno ,neither Berisford nor the Times knew that Jeannie was using 

the FBI files, nor is there any mention of it in the article as reprinted on page 

173. 

Page 175 

I find it hard to lieve that she wouldn't immediately print out these files, or 

take the disk hom with her, knowing. that she was in such trouble. 

Page 183 

Here again, I think Berisford's attraction to Jeannie is beside the point. Better 
that he's been tryin to control her all along and realizes how hard she is to 
control. And again, 'f she has a funded chair, would he need to go through and 

meet with all these eople? Wouldn't it just be a decision between him and 

the university presi ent? I don't think too much would be lost by losing all 
this. 
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The mos important thing throughout this book is to keep everything 

absolute crediblel since it's a somewhat incredible story. I'm not sure 

Berisfor 's manipulations here don't strain credulity a little too much. It 

seems t me, depending upon how she's funded, that there would be an easier 

t rid of her. 

nderstand why sergeant Mish Delaware would know where Dennis 

Pinker i . How would she have the information? The connection to Mish 

Delawar seems awfully tenuous here. I don't understand why Jeannie would 

call her, s she's only seen her once and Lisa's been out of the story for too 

long. Th whole strand of the plot does not seem as integrated as it needs to be. 

Page 233· 


This is good background on Jeannie where we learn that she did everything 


herself and also the idea of having someone standing behind her, which Steve 


represent¥. This is good motivation that can be built on elsewhere. 

,, 
, 

Page 239: 
I 

Mish state'~ that Steve has a record of previous violent crimesl but in this 
I 

country, j~venile records are sealed when a person turns 18. 
I 

The red M~rcedes: how could Jeannie afford to buy even an old Mercedes? , 
They're quite expensive. Could it have been a present from the fiance who 

\ 

jilted her? I,, 
\ 

Page 241 \ 

It could nev~r be stated that Paul Barek would be Proust's main financial 

backer. Ther are rules in America, limits on campaign funding, so it could 

never be rep rted on the news or happen in such an open manner. Better that 

Proust knows simply that if the truth of his past comes out, he won't have a 
prayer of elec . on. 
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Page 243 I 
I 

My guessl is even if the funding for her private research were withdrawn, the 

universi would still have to discipline her and the hearing should beI 

changed 0 whether or not the university disciplines her. <. '1 1 

Again, Je nnie's accusation of the kissing: if she were going to use this, she 

would h ve used it before and in a much stronger way with a sexual 

harassme t suit. I suggest cutting. 

Page 241 

Here Bed ord talks about Paul Barck as president of Genetico, but this would 

imply tha the whole situation mentioned before would have to be different, 

that Genet co would take away its funds and then ask the university to censor 

Jeannie. 


Page 252 


Here agai it should be Genetico that is funding Jeannie. Change the 


questionin appropriately. 


Page 253 


Again, Gen tico couldn't announce that it's financing Senator Proust. 


Page 269 

If Jeannie had already run the file l she wouldn't have to go to the trouble of 


getting in there, she would just have to use her disk. This may be one break in 


that isn't necessary. I find it just a little too incredible that Daddy comes in just 


when she needs him. I find this whole subplot with Jeannie's father somewhat 


uIUlecessary (although probably cinematically strong). Do you perhaps want to 


cut it or change it to her seeking him out? 


Page 288 


Again, ho would Mish Delaware know that Pinker is dead? After all, she's on 


the sex cd es unit in another city. 


Page 305 


I believe S ve's juvenile record would not be admissible. 
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Page 31 

The te "wild child" again: is this the same thing as "hyperactive" or is there 

a techni al term for what you mean? 

Page 235 
Is it reall necessary for Jeannie and Charles to get busted in the Pentagon? This 
starts to train credibility. I can see that it would be great in a movie, but I 

wonder i yet another escape is necessary. Couldn't they just walk out with the 

informat n? That would make Chapter 35 more straightforward, as they just 

get the i formation; hard to believe that the infernal trio would be able to 

mobilize themselves to find this out soon enough. 

Chapter 3 page 351I 

Is it neces ary for Proust and to know that Jeannie has the print out? Can't the 

plot work 'ust as well with this all coming as a surprise at the end? Otherwise, 

it just strai s credulity. If she could just walk off with it without having any of 

them notifi d, I think the plot would not suffer. 

Page 360 

It seems th Steve is overreacting here. It just doesn't feel right to me. Perhaps 

he just nee s to get away, but he should leave things more up in the air. 

Chapter 41 

Ditto. Doe the trio need to know that Jeannie has the names? 

Page 368 

Given his feelings for Jeannie, hard to believe he wouldn't immediately look 

at the tap to see if she called. 

Page 372 

Here it's tober, although it seems that the semester is well underway; only a 

week ago e was out by his pool. The time needs to be straightened out here. 

Page 397 

I think the itch to get the twins down there has to be much much stronger 
than this. S e's got to tell them more to make it sound like there's a major life 
and death ent going on; otherwise, who would drop everything for what 
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could 11 be a crank caller and take the risk of going to the airport where there 
mayor ay not be a ticket waiting? Also, none of these guys appears civic

minded or philosophically or politcially inclined. This is hard to believe. 

I'm not 0 sure that Steve impersonating Harvey doesn't also strain credibility 
too mue . Is it really necessary to have this happen? I like the idea, it's very 

dramati , but I'm worried that the real key to pulling off this story is to make 

every d tail absolutely plausible. Thisl combined with getting the other twins 
down, i a plot point that may need to be changed to keep the believability 
airtight In other words, I think the end isn't quite there yet. Let's all put our 
heads gether and perfect it. 

I have 't discussed anything with AI, as requested. As I'm sure you already 
know, e just had a bypass operation but seems okay. 

I have t done any live notes on this draft-anticipating concentrating on that 
ext draft. I can expand further on anything you want to discuss. Call 

me! 

AP;rw 


